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The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is a professional 
organization for members of the Electrical and Computer related fields.  
Today, the international organization has over 400,000 members and is 
known for their publications and standards around the world.   

We are Carnegie Mellon University’s Student Chapter of IEEE.  CMU IEEE is a 
networking organization within the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
(ECE) department at Carnegie Mellon.  We want to provide a social, technical 
and professional community for the ECE student body.  We strive to help the 
ECE community gain knowledge, skills and networks that will help them 
through their academic and professional careers.   

WHY SUPPORT IEEE? 

Carnegie Mellon University has one of the top Electrical and Computer 
Engineering programs in the world.  Supporters of CMU IEEE will get to 
promotions in our events and get access to CMU’s students through company 
events, resume books and more! 

HOW TO SUPPORT IEEE? 

Please sponsor us!  Choose one of our following sponsorship packages and 
send us an email at ieeecarnegie@gmail.com.  Thank you for your support! 

mailto:ieeecarnegie@gmail.com


Sponsorship Tiers 

GOLD ($2,000 +) 
- CMU IEEE will work with you to host larger events on campus
- Company name and logo will be included on CMU IEEE T-shirts
- Company will receive a tailored book of student profiles, including

resumes, relevant skill sets and more
- Includes Silver and Bronze Tier benefits

SILVER ($1,000 +) 
- Company will receive a resume book of CMU IEEE club members who

have provided resumes
- IEEE will book rooms for company-hosted events throughout the year
- Company can distribute company merchandise to CMU IEEE members

at IEEE events
- Includes Bronze Tier benefits

BRONZE ($500 +) 
- Company logo on CMU IEEE website
- CMU IEEE will book a room for one company-hosted event during the

fall semester
- Promote company events and distribute company information to IEEE

member list
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